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Abstract
Natural carbon sinks currently absorb approximately half of the anthropogenicCO2 emitted by fossil
fuel burning, cement production and land-use change.However, this airborne fractionmay change in
the future depending on the emissions scenario. An important issue in developing carbonbudgets to
achieve climate stabilisation targets is the behaviour of natural carbon sinks, particularly under low
emissionsmitigation scenarios as required tomeet the goals of the ParisAgreement. A key requirement
for low carbonpathways is to quantify the effectiveness of negative emissions technologieswhichwill be
strongly affected by carbon cycle feedbacks.Herewefind that Earth systemmodels suggest significant
weakening, even potential reversal, of the ocean and land sinks under future low emission scenarios.
For the RCP2.6 concentration pathway,models project land and ocean sinks toweaken to 0.8±0.9
and 1.1±0.3GtC yr−1 respectively for the secondhalf of the 21st century and to−0.4±0.4 and
0.1±0.2GtC yr−1 respectively for the secondhalf of the 23rd century.Weakening of natural carbon
sinkswill hinder the effectiveness of negative emissions technologies and therefore increase their
required deployment to achieve a given climate stabilisation target.We introduce a newmetric, the
perturbation airborne fraction, tomeasure and assess the effectiveness of negative emissions.

1. Introduction

In the recently adopted UN Paris Agreement on
climate change, countries agreed to focus international

climate policy on keeping global mean temperature
increase well below 2 °C above pre-industrial levels
and pursue actions to further limit warming to 1.5 °C
(UNFCCC 2015). Scenarios consistent with such
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targets typically require large amounts of carbon
dioxide removal (Clarke et al 2014, Gasser et al 2015,
Rogelj et al 2015), achieved by deliberate human
efforts to remove CO2 from the atmosphere. Negative
emissions technologies (NETs) are therefore present
in the majority of scenarios that give a more than 50%
chance of limiting warming to below 2 °C (Fuss
et al 2014) and all scenarios that give more than a 50%
chance of staying below 1.5 °C (Rogelj et al 2015).

In low emission pathways, the presence of NETs
offsets continued positive emissions from fossil fuels
and land-use change to strongly reduce the anthro-
pogenic input into the atmosphere. In some cases it
even reverses the sign so that the effect of human activ-
ity is a net flow out of the atmosphere (‘net negative
emissions’). Gasser et al (2015) stress the need to sepa-
rately quantify the magnitude of continued positive
emissions and the amount of carbon removed by
negative emission technologies.

Fuss et al (2014) called for renewed efforts to
develop a consistent and comprehensive narrative
around NETs and the need to develop a framework for
examining implications of NETs in a wider context.
Smith et al (2016) reviewed costs and biophysical limits
associated with different NET technologies. Research
into NETs needs to address both demand-side (how
much NETs are required?) and supply-side (howmuch
NETs are possible?) questions. This paper specifically
explores the Earth system responses to different
amounts of negative emissions. Understanding of the
behaviour of natural carbon sinks is crucial to quantify
thedemand forNETs to achieve climate targets.

Although the natural carbon cycle is now com-
monly represented in Earth system models (ESMs),
there has been little specific analysis of the behavior of
different components of the carbon cycle when forced
by net negative emissions. Previous analysis of CMIP5
ESMs has shown that approximately half of themodels
require globally net negative emissions for CO2 to fol-
low the RCP2.6 pathway (Jones et al 2013). Tokarska
and Zickfeld (2015) used an ESM of intermediate
complexity to simulate the response to a range of
future NET scenarios. It is known that redistribution
across natural carbon stocks weakens the effect of
negative emissions on atmospheric CO2 (see e.g. Cao
and Caldeira 2010, Matthews 2010, Ciais et al 2013,
MacDougall 2013). Reducing the amount of CO2 in
the atmosphere reduces the natural carbon sinks due
to the fact that vegetation productivity will decrease
when CO2 decreases and that ocean CO2 uptake will
also decrease with decreasingCO2.

In this paper, we assess the impact on the global
carbon cycle across different time horizons and con-
sider different balances of emissions and fluxes, and
how the natural carbon cycle responds. For this, we
use, for the first time, CMIP5 model simulations to
quantify how the Earth system may respond to NETs,
and how this response may depend on the state of the
climate and the background scenario.

We stress the need to know quantitatively what
happens to this redistribution of carbon under specific
scenarios in order to both plan the requirement for
NETs, and to understand their effectiveness and any
implications or side effects. Despite the fact that they
lack some important processes such as permafrost car-
bon, process-based and spatially explicit ESMs remain
an essential tool for this exploration. Reducing uncer-
tainty in projected carbon sinks behaviour, especially
under low emissions scenarios, is a pressing research
priority.

Section 2 of this paper draws on existing CMIP5
ESM simulations of the RCP2.6 scenario, extended to
2300 with sustained global negative emissions, and
section 3 makes use of a simple climate-carbon cycle
model to explore the scenario dependence of the
response of carbon sinks to negative emissions.

2. Earth system response over time

The contemporary carbon cycle can be summarised at
a global scale: human activity puts CO2 into the
atmosphere, natural sinks remove about half of those
emissions and the remainder accumulates in the
atmosphere such that atmospheric CO2 concentra-
tions increase (figure 1). Since pre-industrial times,
human activity has always resulted in net positive
emissions to the atmosphere, leading to an increase of
atmospheric CO2 concentration, from about 288 to
400 ppm over the last 150 years or so. Natural
ecosystems, both land and oceans, have been persis-
tent sinks of CO2 (Le Quéré et al 2015).We will build
on figure 1 throughout this paper to depict schemati-
cally how the carbon cycle responds to carbon dioxide
removal.

Different types of anthropogenic activity have dif-
ferent effects on the Earth system and carbon pools.
Figure 2 shows schematically how each pool is affected
by direct anthropogenic activity and subsequent redis-
tribution between pools. We restrict consideration
here to those carbon pools which respond on time-
scales up to a few centuries. By this we mean the
atmosphere; the land vegetation and near surface (top
metre or so) soil organic matter but not deep perma-
frost or geologically stored carbon; and the ocean store
of dissolved (organic or inorganic) carbon and bio-
mass in various forms of plankton, but not ocean
sediments.

Land-use change, mainly in the form of deforesta-
tion, was the first major human perturbation to the
carbon cycle (Le Quéré et al 2015). Its net result was to
move carbon from the land pool (L) to the atmosphere
(A) (shown in figure 2(a)). Over time, natural sinks
redistributed part of this additional carbon in the
atmosphere between the other pools. Atmospheric
CO2 (A) increases, but the total mass of carbon (A+L
+O) is not changed.
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Since about 1950, the burning of fossil fuel repre-
sents a larger source of CO2 to the atmosphere than
land-use change and this has a different effect on the
carbon cycle (figure 2(b)) because carbon originating
from a separate reservoir is introduced, firstly to the
atmosphere and subsequently partly redistributed
between the land and ocean. A major difference from
land-use emissions is that the total amount of carbon
in the atmosphere-land-ocean system increases. This
is depicted in figure 2 by an increased size of the pie
chart in row b relative to the original size, shown by the
dotted circle.

Figure 2 then shows two possible ways of obtaining
carbon-neutral energy. The first is through use of bioe-
nergy (figure 2(c)) whereby carbon is first drawn down
from the atmosphere by vegetation growth and stored
in biomass (arrow ‘1’ in figure 2(c)) before this biomass
is burned to release energy, releasing the stored carbon
back to the atmosphere (arrow ‘2’ in figure 2(c)). We
note that the drawdown of carbon into vegetation may
have occurred many years prior to the burning of the
fuel, and so the concept of bioenergy being carbon neu-
tral is not necessarily true on short timescales (Cher-
ubini et al 2011). The fourth row in figure 2 then shows
how fossil fuel can be burned, but can be brought to
being approximately carbon neutral by using carbon
capture and storage technology (CCS). In reality not all
the carbon will be captured (IPCC 2005, Benson
et al 2012), and some may escape during the capture,
transport and ultimate storage processes, but con-
ceptually the figure captures the intention of CCS to
enable low-carbon fossil fuel use.

Now we consider the role of NETs. If CO2 is
removed from the atmosphere and stored in land
vegetation and soils (e.g. by afforestation) then the

total amount of carbon (A+L+O) does not change
and in the context of this figure, this is just a form of
land-use change. However, if the NET employed
stores the carbon in a geological formation (or deep
ocean or inert soil pool), as depicted in figure 2(e),
then the size of the active carbon cycle is reduced
(smaller pie chart in row e). The figure shows two spe-
cific activities: bioenergy with carbon capture and sto-
rage (BECCS) removes carbon from the atmosphere
via the land (arrows 1 and 2)whereas direct air capture
removes it directly from the atmosphere. Other NETs
could also be depicted in a similar way but we show
just two here for clarity. In the sameway that additions
to the atmosphere lead to redistributions of carbon to
land and ocean, removal from the atmosphere also
leads to redistribution between the three pools (Cao
andCaldeira 2010).

2.1. Research questions
All these anthropogenic activities have substantially
different effects on the Earth system, but one common
theme (except for CCS in an idealised case) is the
redistribution of carbon between reservoirs, which
continues for some time after the initial activity. For all
actions depicted infigure 2, the long-term response (in
the right hand columns) differs from the immediate
effect shown in the left-hand column. In order to
understand the impact of any action we need to
quantitatively understand how this redistribution will
operate at the process level. The natural carbon sinks
that drive this redistribution are affected by the
prevailing climate and CO2 concentration and also
historical changes in their environmental conditions.

In scenarios where CO2 growth slows and CO2

concentration either stabilizes, or even peaks and

Figure 1. Summary of changes in the global carbon budget since 1870. (Redrawn based on http://folk.uio.no/roberan/img/
GCP2015/PNG/s15_Waterfall_sources_and_sinks.png). Atmospheric CO2 concentration has changed from about 288 ppm in 1870
to 397 in 2014 due to emissions from fossil fuel burning and land-use change and natural sinks on land and ocean. For consistency
with later analysis we introduce a bar to thisfigure to represent NETs, but itsmagnitude over this period has been zero. For full details
of the global carbon budget see LeQuéré et al (2015).
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declines, then natural sinks may behave rather differ-
ently than currently where concentration is always on
the rise. The airborne fraction of emissions (AF) has
been approximately constant for many decades now
but this is not a fundamental behaviour of the Earth
system, but largely a result of near-exponential growth
in carbon emissions (Raupach 2013, Raupach
et al 2014). AF may change markedly in the next cen-
tury dependent on the scenario of anthropogenic
emissions. Jones et al (2013) showed strong changes in

the land and ocean uptake fraction for the 21st century
compared with the 20th century. Beyond 2100, we
may expect further changes and qualitatively different
behaviour of the land and ocean sinks.

Long simulations using ESMs provide a quantita-
tive understanding of the multiple trade offs and com-
peting factors within the Earth system. Here we
explore a case study of RCP2.6 (van Vuuren et al 2011)
using simulations from CMIP5 ESMs. This scenario is
the only high mitigation scenario that has been

Figure 2. Schematic representation of how the carbon cycle system responds to anthropogenic activity. Each rowdepicts the initial
action and the subsequent response of the system in terms of distribution of carbon between three pools: atmosphere (A), land (L) and
ocean (O). As explained in the text, we do not include pools that only respond on very long timescales such as geological carbon or
ocean sediments. The sizes of the three pools are not to scale (for example the ocean carbon pool ismuch bigger than the other two).
The five rows depict different anthropogenic activities in an approximate chronological sequence as discussed in the text: (a) land use
change; (b) fossil fuel burning; (c) bioenergy (without carbon capture); (d) carbon capture and storage (CCS) applied to fossil fuel
burning; (e)negative emission technologies (NETs)with BECCS andDAC shown as examples and described in the text. In rows (b)
and (e) the dotted circle on the right-hand pie chart denotes the original size of the pie chart from the left hand side.
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simulated by multiple ESMs—it shows emissions
peaking at just over 10 GtC yr−1 in 2020, then declin-
ing, becoming net negative during the 2080s. The
reduction in global emissions is driven partly by
reduced fossil fuel use and partly by the introduction
of BECCS as early as 2020. The total NETs deployed
during the 21st century is much bigger than the
amount of global net negative emissions after 2080. An
extension to the scenario exists which assumes con-
stant emissions (of −0.42 GtC yr−1) from 2100 until
2300 (Meinshausen et al 2011).

Here we look at the available CMIP5 models
(table 1)which extended their simulations up to 2300.
A fifth model, BCC-CSM1.1, also performed this
simulation, but without land-use change as a forcing
of the land carbon cycle meaning that its land carbon
response is therefore very different from the other
models (see figure 2(a) of Jones et al 2013) and so we
do not include it here.

2.2. Results
In this section we present the results following a
narrative beginning with anthropogenic emissions
and leading through to the simulated land and ocean
sinks and their resulting effect on atmospheric CO2.
The methods section of the supplementary informa-
tion explains how we derive these results from the
CMIP5 concentration-driven simulations and howwe
construct the figures shown here. We start by showing
the RCP2.6 CO2 pathway and the simulated land and
ocean carbon fluxes by the 4 ESMs as well as the
IMAGE integrated assessment model which generated
the RCP2.6 scenario (figure 3).

The emissions, CO2 concentration and simulated
response of land and ocean sinks are detailed in table
S1. The behaviour of the simulated carbon sinks is as
expected from figure 1; as anthropogenic emissions
increase (not shown), natural sinks increase to absorb
approximately half of this, and therefore atmospheric
CO2 increases. For comparison, theMAGICC calcula-
tions (Meinshausen et al 2011) have been added in
figure 3(b), showing consistent results. This provides
confidence that IAM calculations (using MAGICC)
are able to simulate similar dynamics over time to the
current state-of-the-art descriptions of the carbon
cycle in ESMs.

During the 21st century, anthropogenic NETs
alongwith othermitigation activities come into play in
the scenario and gradually reduce and eventually
reverse anthropogenic total input from strong positive
emissions to weak positive and then a global negative
emission. The land and ocean sinks do not respond to
the instantaneous emission rate but to the history of
the land and ocean carbon reservoirs and level of
atmospheric CO2 and climate change above pre-
industrial levels. To illustrate this clearly we analyze
the simulations in 50 year sections and calculate the
multi-model mean response. Figure 4 shows quantita-
tively the balance between the various components as
they evolve in time:

• 2000–2050. The application of NETs begins but
anthropogenic activity remains dominated by posi-
tive emissions (figure 4(a)). Land and ocean sinks
persist. The AF remains close to half of emissions
andCO2 concentration continues to rise.

• 2050–2100. Fossil fuel emissions decline and NETs
grow further in this scenario. The anthropogenic
total is still positive but much smaller (figure 4(b)).
Natural sinks persist—a little reduced but still
absorbing carbon due to past history and therefore
CO2 begins to decrease, despite the anthropogenic
total still being positive.

• 2100–2150. NETs exceed fossil inputs and human
activity removes more CO2 than it emits at a global
scale (figure 4(c)). During this first 50 years of
anthropogenic net carbon removal, the natural
sinks weaken significantly due to the rapid decrease
in atmospheric CO2. Hence there is an atmospheric
CO2 reduction due to the combination of net
negative anthropogenic emissions and land and
ocean still absorbing carbon, however not as strong
as might have been expected if strong natural sinks
had persisted.

• 2150–2200 and on to 2250. Behaviour is qualita-
tively similar to figure 4(c), but now natural sinks
have weakened further and CO2 decrease is slowed.
Towards 2250 natural sinks are all but gone. In fact 3
out of 4 ESMs simulate a reversal of the land carbon
sink to become a source.

• 2250–2300. In the final stage the land and ocean
system has become a net source of CO2. Most ESMs
still simulate the ocean as a sink, but the overall
(land plus ocean) flux is positive (figure 4(d)). The
atmospheric CO2 decrease is weakened as the
natural carbon cycle is releasing carbon to the
atmosphere, working in the opposite direction to
the anthropogenic removal viaNETs.

In summary, these results show a clear succession
of events: from 2000 to 2050 the emergence of NETs
has a slowing effect on anthropogenic emission but the

Table 1. List ofmodels andmodelling centres contributing to
CMIP5whose data has been used for this analysis. In terms of their
climate and carbon cycle response under RCP2.6, thesemodels
represent a reasonable span ofmodel spread from theCMIP5
ensemble (see the supplementary information or for example figure
6(b) of Jones et al 2013).

Modelling centre Model name

CanadianCentre for Climatemodelling and

analysis (CCCma)
CanESM2

MetOfficeHadleyCentre (MOHC) HadGEM2-ES

Institut Pierre-Simon Laplace (IPSL) IPSL-CM5A-LR

Max Planck Institute forMeteorology (MPI-M) MPI-ESM-LR
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general balance is not changed from the historical per-
iod; from 2050 to 2100 natural sinks outweigh (still
positive) anthropogenic emissions and CO2 begins to
fall; from 2100 to 2250 NETs exceed fossil emissions
and human activity is a global negative emission;
finally, from 2250 to 2300 natural sinks saturate and
reverse and oppose any further removal.

3. State and scenario dependence of the
Earth system response

We know that natural carbon sinks and the AF of
emissions are sensitive to climate change and behave
differently under different future scenarios. It is there-
fore important to understand how the effectiveness of
NETs may also differ depending on the scenario
against which they are applied. In this section we look
at the range of Earth system responses to different
levels of negative emissions when applied under
different climate andCO2 scenarios.

To this endwe perform new simulations as pertur-
bations to the RCP set of projections. Using theHadley
Centre Simple Climate-Carbon Model widely used in
previous studies (Jones et al 2003, 2006, House
et al 2008, Huntingford et al 2009—see SI for more
details) we quantify the effect of the level of past

emissions and climate change on the effectiveness of
different levels ofNETs.

We take each of the four RCP emissions scenarios
as a baseline and apply on top of them four idealised
scenarios of additional negative emissions
(figure 5(a)). The negative emissions scenarios we
impose all begin in 2020 and comprise:

(a) Constant removal of 1GtC yr−1.

(b) Constant removal of 4GtC yr−1.

(c) A linear increase in removal from 1 GtC yr−1 in
2020 up to 4 GtC yr−1 in 2080 followed by
sustained 4GtC yr−1 removal until 2100.

(d) The same as (c) but reversed in time to remove 4
GtC yr−1 from 2020 to 2040 and then gradually
reduce the removal rate to 1GtC yr−1 by 2100.

The total CO2 removal for the 2020–2100 period
under these idealised scenarios is 80 and 320 GtC
under the first two and 230 GtC for the last two. The
idealisedNET profiles are added to the four RCP emis-
sions scenarios (figure 5(b)). The simple model is run
in emissions-driven configuration taking these emis-
sions as input and simulating the response of natural

Figure 3.RCP2.6 scenario andCMIP5 simulated carbon fluxes. (a)RCP2.6CO2 concentration pathway; (b) total (land plus ocean)
carbon flux fromCMIP5 ESMs; (c) and (d) land and ocean fluxes separately. FourCMIP5 ESMswere used (listed in table 1) and results
are shown as 10 year smoothed fluxes. The black line shows themulti-ESMmean and the dashed black line in (b) shows theMAGICC
results for the RCP2.6 scenario (used by the IMAGE IAM in creating RCP2.6). The sign convention is to plot the land and ocean as
positive for a flux to the atmosphere and negative to represent a sink. Vertical dotted lines show 50 year time periods used to aggregate
results discussed in the text.
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sinks and atmospheric CO2 concentration
(figure 5(c)). Here we explore the effect of the applied
negative emission and to what extent the Earth-system
response depends on the magnitude or time profile of
theNET or the state or scenario of background climate
andCO2.

Figure 5(c) shows the obvious result that with
additional NETs applied to each scenario, the simu-
lated CO2 is reduced. But the degree of reduction var-
ies significantly between scenarios. For example, the
same 320 GtC removal results in reduced atmospheric
CO2 by 178, 211, 237 and 274 GtC for RCP2.6 to
RCP8.5 respectively. It is clear that the effectiveness of
negative emissions varies depending on the scenario
and the state of the Earth system. It is therefore desir-
able to define a new metric that can measure this
dependence.

The AF is a commonly usedmetric and we adopt it
here to allow a first analysis of the results. It can be
defined as an instantaneous value as the ratio of a sin-
gle year rise in CO2 divided by that year’s emissions, or
a long-term cumulative quantity defined as the change
over many years of CO2 divided by the cumulative
emissions over that period. When considering either

emissions close to zero or CO2 changes that can
change sign, then the former definition is not always
well behaved orwell defined, and sowe adopt the latter
definition (hereafter named the cumulative airborne
fraction, CAF).

Table 2 shows the cumulative emissions and their
impact on atmospheric CO2 for the scenarios with and
without added negative emissions over the 80 year per-
iod from 2020–2099. The table shows the CAF for the
un-modified RCP scenarios, and then also for each
modified scenario. A detailed derivation of the terms
shown in table 2 is given in the supplementary
information.

The CAF of the original RCP scenarios varies
markedly across RCPs, with RCP2.6 having a small
fraction of cumulative emissions remaining in the
atmosphere for the 2020–2099 period (only 15%)
while the other RCPs have a higher fraction of cumula-
tive emissions remaining in the atmosphere, ranging
from 48% for RCP4.5 to 72% for RCP8.5 (column 7 in
table 2, and see SI text and figure S3). This is consistent
with previous studies (Ciais et al 2013, Jones
et al 2013). When we look at the CAF under the mod-
ified scenarios (column 8) we find two things. For

Figure 4.The four stages of succession of the differing balance betweenflux components. As for figure 1 the bars show changes in
atmospheric CO2 (ppm) due to that emission orflux. Each panel shows a selected 50 year period from theRCP2.6 simulations to
analyze the changing balance of the flux components. Due to small differences between the compatible emissions diagnosed from the
four ESMs and the emissions in the scenario each 50 year period does not balance precisely (see SI for details).
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RCP2.6 the values vary hugely between the three addi-
tional NET scenarios (figure S3e). This is because
either or both the cumulative emissions or the change
in atmospheric CO2 are negative and this leads to
changes in sign of CAF and values greater than one
because the denominator in the definition is small. For
RCP6 and RCP8.5 (and to some extent for RCP4.5)we
find an opposite result—the CAF is rather insensitive
to the CO2 removal and stays close to the value from
the un-modified scenario. In either case this metric
therefore is not very useful as a measure of either the
effect of the negative emission on the Earth system or
of the Earth systemon the negative emission.

We also calculate the fraction of the CO2 removal
which has remained out of the atmosphere—i.e. the
AF of the negative emission (final column of table 2;
figure S3 panels m–p). For each RCP this metric is
rather insensitive to the amount of removal and is dif-
ferent from (and generally bigger than) the CAF of the
RCP itself for the same period. This means that the
effect of NETs on atmospheric CO2 in the long term is
more closely controlled by the background scenario
and level of climate change than by the amount of
NETs themselves. Comparing the ramped removals
with different time profiles of the same cumulative
amount we see that the response is not strongly affec-
ted by the removal pathway. Tokarska and Zickfeld
(2015) also calculated a CAF of their carbon removal

and found it to be less dependent on the amount of
removal than a CAF based on total emissions. Here we
have shown that this property applies across the full
range of RCP scenarios. We argue that this perturba-
tion AF (PAF) is therefore a more suitable metric to
assess the efficiency of NET than the CAF of the emis-
sions from a single simulation.

This result has several significant implications.
Firstly, that it is meaningful to define an AF of a per-
turbed emission on top of a background scenario in
order to measure the effect on atmospheric CO2 of the
additional emission or removal. Secondly, this PAF is
not the same as theAFof the background scenario itself.
Hence, if it is desired to calculate the effect of adding or
removing an amount of carbon on top of an existing
scenario, then knowing the AF of the scenario does not
help—one must calculate the AF of the extra carbon
removed instead, i.e. the PAF. Thirdly, though, the PAF
from a given scenario is rather insensitive to themagni-
tude and timing of additional emission. This may be
expected when the additional emission is a small frac-
tion of the total emitted carbon for the scenario, but it
appears to hold here too even for RCP2.6when the total
carbon removal is bigger than the cumulative emission
in the underlying scenario. This means that once a PAF
has been calculated relative to a scenario it can be
approximately applied to other perturbations about
that scenario to estimate their eventual impact.

Figure 5. SimulatedCO2 concentration under four RCP emissions scenarios with added idealised profiles of CO2 removal fromNETs.
The top panels show the inputs to themodel: (a) the idealisedNETprofiles and (b) the total anthropogenic emissionswhen these
NETs are added to the RCP emissions scenarios. RCP emissions (solid lines)with the idealisedNETs added (dashed lines). The bottom
panel (c) shows the resulting atmospheric CO2 simulated by the simple carbon cyclemodel.
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Table 2.Cumulative emissions and changes in atmospheric CO2 for the simplemodel simulations of the original andmodified RCPswith additionalNET scenarios added. The cumulative airborne fraction (CAF) is calculated for the
scenarios and also just for theNET components as described in the text.*The definition and calculation of thesemetrics is explained inmore detail in the SI.

RCP

scenario

IdealisedNET

profile/GtC yr−1

RCP cumulative emis-

sion (2020–2099)/GtC
Cumulative addi-

tionalNE/GtC

Cumulative total emis-

sion (2020–2099)/GtC
Change in atmo-

spheric CO2/GtC

CAFof back-ground

RCP* (2020–2099)
CAFofmodified RCP *

withNET (2020–2099)

Perturbation-AF of the

additional negative emis-

sion *

RCP2.6 243 37 0.15

−1 −80 163 −10 −0.06 0.6

−4 −320 −77 −141 1.83 0.57

−1 to−4 −230 13 −101 −7.8 0.6

−4 to−1 −230 13 −86 −6.6 0.55

RCP4.5 663 316 0.48

−1 −80 583 261 0.45 0.7

−4 −320 343 105 0.3 0.67

−1 to−4 −230 433 155 0.35 0.7

−4 to−1 −230 433 169 0.39 0.66

RCP6.0 1060 649 0.61

−1 −80 980 588 0.6 0.78

−4 −320 740 412 0.55 0.75

−1 to−4 −230 830 470 0.56 0.78

−4 to−1 −230 830 483 0.58 0.74

RCP8.5 1764 1265 0.72

−1 −80 1684 1195 0.71 0.89

−4 −320 1444 991 0.68 0.87

−1 to−4 −230 1534 1061 0.69 0.89

−4 to−1 −230 1534 1071 0.70 0.86
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4. Conclusions

Other studies have outlined various socio-economic
costs, biophysical limits and implications of different
NETs (Fuss et al 2014, Smith et al 2016, William-
son 2016). Here we have shown how NETs interact
with the physical climate-carbon cycle system. Our
analysis of the Earth system response to negative
emissions has provided new insights and identified
future research priorities.

Our results contribute to the need to quantify the
interactions between the climate, carbon cycle and
anthropogenic NETs in determining future redis-
tribution of carbon between atmosphere, land and
ocean reservoirs. By viewing the scenarios and the
evolution of carbon sinks and sources in a sequence of
phases we have revealed qualitatively different beha-
viour of the Earth system at different points in time.
The combined effect of anthropogenic and natural
sources and sinks can change over time, sometimes
resulting in positive and sometimes negative changes
in atmospheric CO2 concentration. The behavior of
atmospheric CO2 is not predictable from the instanta-
neous anthropogenic emission alone, but requires
knowledge of past emissions and Earth system state.
For example, CMIP5 simulations following the
RCP2.6 pathway to 2300 exhibited periods where
atmospheric CO2 decreased despite ongoing net posi-
tive emissions from anthropogenic activity. Con-
versely, later in the scenarios, natural sinks weakened
and even reversed, especially on land, and offset the
effects of globally negative anthropogenic emissions.

We found significant state-dependence of the
Earth system behaviour in response to NETs. Our
results showed that the effect of NETs on atmospheric
CO2 is more closely controlled by the background sce-
nario and level of climate change than by the amount
or timing of NETs themselves. We propose a new
metric, the PAF, defined as the ratio of CO2 reduction
to the amount of NETs applied. This metric can be
used to transfer model results that quantify the effect
ofNETs under a given scenario to estimate the effect of
different levels ofNETs against the same scenario.

Simplified climate-carbon cycle models, calibrated
against complex ESMs and often used in IAMs for sce-
nario generation are capable of reproducing this beha-
viour at a global scale. Thismeans that existing IAMs are
not systematically wrong in their estimates of NETs
required within scenarios. However, large uncertainty
remains, due primarily to model spread in the simula-
tion of future carbon sinks and this hinders robust deter-
minationof carbonbudgets tomeet climate targets.

ESMs still lack some important processes such as
the role of nutrient cycles thatmay limit future land car-
bon storage (Zaehle et al 2015), burning of old land car-
bon stocks (e.g. peat fires in Indonesia, Lestari
et al 2014) or release of carbon from thawing perma-
frost (Schuur et al 2015). The latter in particular has
potentially significant impacts on the requirement for

negative emissions, as once released from thawed per-
mafrost it would take centuries to millennia for the
same carbon to re-accumulate, making it effectively
irreversible on human timescales (MacDougal
et al 2015). Uncertainty also exists on the strength and
persistence of concentration-dependent carbon uptake,
especially on land (so-called ‘CO2 fertilisation’). IPCC
5th Assessment Report assessed ‘low confidence on the
magnitude of future land carbon changes’ (Ciais
et al 2013). It is increasingly important to bring observa-
tional constraints to bear to reduce this uncertainty
especially focusing on low emissions scenarios.

It is increasingly clear that negative emissions
could be very important in achieving ambitious cli-
mate targets, and in fact many scenarios rely on them
to do so. Failure to accurately account for carbon cycle
feedbacks which increase the need for such negative
emissions may strongly and adversely affect the feasi-
bility of achieving these targets. We lack important
understanding about the costs and implications of
negative emissions, and also knowledge related to the
Earth-system dynamics. It is vital to address these
knowledge gaps in order to quantify the requirement
for, and implications of negative emissions.
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